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Rising deficits and increased contributions 

 

Falling discount rates continue to increase liabilities and impact negatively on defined 

benefits pension schemes. 2012 saw the combined deficit of the UK’s pension 

schemes jump by £150bn to £550bn, according to research by Xafinity. Although data 

from the PPF7800 index of 6,316 defined benefit schemes showed an encouraging 

start to 2013, the figures for March showed most of the gains in January and February 

had been wiped out. Aggregate deficits are estimated to have decreased to £201.5 

billion at the end of February 2013, from a deficit of £244.7 billion at the end of 

December 2012, a reduction of £43.2bn in the first two months of the period. However, 

the aggregate deficit increased by £35bn in March to £237bn. The significant rise in 

global equity markets have been cited as the main contributor to the deficit reductions 

in January and February, but due to the slowing growth in March, deficits rose again. 

 

A Towers Watson survey released in March, based on data from the ONS, shows 

that total employer payments towards DB scheme deficits, rose from £39bn in 2011 to 

a record £45bn in 2012; an increase of over 15%. The data also shows that £41bn of 

this was made by private sector employer schemes. 

 

A study by AonHewitt released in February, shows that UK pension schemes have 

significantly pushed back their target objectives since 2009. When surveyed in 2009, 

funds expected to reach an equilibrium between assets and liabilities by 2020 (12.8 

years), however 4 years later in 2013, schemes were estimating it would take until 

2025. This reflects the prolonged low yield environment and volatile equity markets. 

The study also shows that around 90% of schemes now have such a target objective, 

compared with around 60% in 2009. 

 

The quarter saw widespread reports of private employers facing continual 

contributions and rising deficits. National Express reported that despite a recent 

completion of a £272m buy-in, its ‘UK Bus scheme’ deficit had risen from £16.8m to 
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£32.9m during the year. The deficit has risen 500% in 2 years from £5.3m in 2012. 

The second of its two schemes reduced its deficit by £2m to £16.6m, thanks to the 

firm’s continuing £4.2m annual payment. Diageo announced a one-off contribution of 

£400m, in addition to the £45m annual service cost contribution and £25m profit share 

from a combined fund. This contributes to its £1.12bn deficit which increased by £37m 

in the last six months of 2012. ITV’s DB scheme deficit rose by over 40% in 2012, 

from £390m at the end of 2011 to £551m at the end of 2012. Following a £1.7bn 

longevity swap in Q1 2012, the business has made several arrangements to pay down 

its deficits and achieve full funding within 10 to 15 years. Royal Bank of Scotland’s, 

defined benefit scheme deficit stood at £3.9bn at the end of 2012, an increase of 

almost 70% from a year earlier. It began the year with a deficit of £2.3bn but by the 

end of Q3, it had fallen to £1.7bn. However, a very difficult Q4 saw it rise again by 

£2.2bn in that period. The firm announced three annual payments of £1.2bn toward 

their agreed funding plan. However in better news for the taxpayer-backed banks, 

Lloyds Banking Group reported that its combined DB scheme surpluses have 

increased by £0.6bn to £1.5bn, thanks to a £500m increase in assets to £1.8bn and 

an £81m liability reduction to £300m. British Airways, who operate two closed DB 

schemes, saw a combined deficit increase of €708m, although one of its schemes has 

a surplus of €0.9bn and the other a deficit of €1.6bn.Although asset returns showed 

6% and 14% across the two schemes, liabilities increased by 9% and 17% 

respectively. KPMG provided an updated report for the closed DB scheme of 

Peacocks, the troubled high street retailer which went into administration in Q1 2012. 

The deficit has risen from £15m in 2007 to £26m in March 2013. The scheme is 

currently under PPF assessment. Intercontinental Hotel Group, IHG, announced an 

additional £45m contribution toward its £132m deficit (calculated in March 2012). The 

company made a payment of £45m in October 2012 and will pay a further £30m in 

2013 and £15m in 2014. Fujitsu announced in the quarter that it has contributed a 

total of £800m to its underfunded UK defined benefit pension schemes which will 

mean reduced annual contributions. The company stated that it was a positive step 

towards ‘accelerating’ its investment into the UK. Finally, the local newspaper group 

Johnston Press Pension Plan announced that its defined benefit scheme deficit 

increased by £17m in its financial year ending in 2012. Despite the company 

increasing contributions from £2.2m to £5.7m per annum, its deficit now stands at 

£121m, mainly due to the fall in the discount rate.  
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Funding restructures and de-risking 

 

The Chancellor announced in the 2013 budget a further issuance of £150bn of gilts 

and with further quantitative easing seemingly unlikely, reduced growth forecasts and 

the loss of the UK’s AAA rating in February, yields are likely to rise in the coming 

month which should allow schemes an opportunity to de-risk. According to Pension 

Corporation, interest in buy-ins has continued to outstrip buy-outs into 2013 and 

there have been a number of both types of transactions announced in the quarter. 

This comes as the business has completed a number of deals in the first quarter 

including a £40m buy-in for the Chamber of Shipping Retirement Benefits plan, a 

£30m buy-in for The Institute of Cancer Research pension scheme and a second 

buy-in with Cookson Group pension plan, worth £30m, after a £320m deal last year. 

It also announced a £200m buyout from SR Technics, a manufacturer of aeroplane 

technology. Also in the news this period, off the back off two large buy-ins in Q4 2012 

(MNOPF and General Motors), Rothesay Life, announced in January that it had 

completed a £115m buy-in for Western United Group scheme, which is a subsidiary 

of Vestey Group. However it is not all positive news for the de-risking, buyout market. 

According to a report from the Society of Pension Consultants released in March, a 

bottleneck exists in the UK which will limit the annual capacity of buyouts to £20bn. In 

other news, Metlife announced the sale of its bulk annuities business in the UK which 

employs 55 people. 

 

BAE Systems, the FTSE 100 defence and aerospace firm, announced in February a 

record £3.2bn (£2.7bn on a funding basis at 31-12-2012) longevity insurance 

arrangement with Legal and General. The scheme is one of seven that BAE 

operates. The deal sees L&G take 30% of the risk and the underwriter, Hannover Re, 

take the remaining 70%. Aon Hewitt was the lead adviser to the 31,000 member 

scheme, and adds to the market sentiment that such arrangements will become more 

regular and common in 2013, a sentiment echoed by Towers Watson with an estimate 

of £5bn of bulk annuity buy-ins this year. Centrica, another FTSE 100 constituent, 

announced an unusual set of measures to help provide income for its pension 

schemes, by ‘diverting interest payments from various intra-group loans to give 

schemes a secure income’, according to Financial news. It has set up a subsidiary 
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company to be used as a vehicle, called Scottish Limited Partnership, into which it has 

transferred the benefit of certain internal loans generating around £22m per annum. 

The firm has previously agreed annual payments of £77m between 2013 and 2016, 

towards the scheme deficits. One of the UK’s largest vehicle retailer networks; 

Pendragon, has announced it has merged six defined benefit schemes into one after 

its liabilities increased by almost 250% in its full year results. 

 

DB closures gather pace 

 

Alongside the continual restructuring and de-risking of defined benefit schemes, the 

results of the annual survey by the National Association of Pension Funds reports 

that closures hit their fastest ever rate during 2012. 31% of schemes that were open at 

the start of 2012 had closed by the end of the year, compared to 23% in 2011, with the 

overall proportion of schemes being open to new members falling from 19% to 13%. It 

also reported rising management, custody and consultancy costs associated with such 

schemes. Q1 has already seen HSBC announce that its defined benefit scheme, of 

which around one quarter of its staff are members, will close to future accrual in June 

2014, with all employees moving to its defined contribution scheme. The DB scheme 

saw a loss of £53m in the last actuarial report in June 2012. Axa is also reviewing its 

UK defined benefit scheme, having identified it as “one of the biggest risks” to its 

business. The scheme, which has 2,500 members, a funding ratio of around 75% and 

a deficit of £1bn, is expected to cost around £137m a year to maintain by 2022. In the 

past three years, the business has injected over £600m to plug the scheme falls but 

this has had very little impact. It currently has assets of around £3.3bn. Finally, 

Wolesley UK is consulting with employees to close their DB scheme. 

 

ETFs in the news 

 

According to BlackRock, January saw the global assets in Exchange Traded Funds, 

ETFs, pass the $2tn mark. Across the financial and pensions media throughout the 

quarter, there has been a huge amount of reporting around Exchange Traded Funds; 

their growth, decline, resurgence, the positive and negative outlook, as well as which 

geographies offer promise and which do not. This has been against a backdrop of 

rising equity markets and generally increased confidence.  
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BlackRock, the largest ETF provider in Europe, announced it was to purchase the 

ETF business of Credit Suisse, the fourth largest in Europe, for between $200m and 

$300m. The asset manager’s iShares ETF platform was also boosted by an 

announcement from Fidelity, who already sells iShares ETFs to customers. Under the 

agreement, Fidelity increases its commission-free iShares ETFs from 30 to 65. The 

move is viewed as mutually beneficial with BlackRock achieving an increased, direct 

channel to retail investors, while Fidelity can enhance their passive-ETF presence 

whilst concentrating on developing their actively managed product which offer a higher 

margin for the firm. 

 

According to a survey of 73 UK pension funds by FinEx, a London-based investment 

and research firm, 38% of pension funds surveyed aimed to increase their exposure to 

ETFs in the next 12 months and 42% said that they would do so in the next three 

years. However, several investment consultancy firms went on record to cast doubt on 

these results. The 20
th
 anniversary of the launch of ETFs as well as the BlackRock-

Credit Suisse tie-up increased the focus on the industry at the beginning of the quarter 

and there were a number of highlighted statistics provided to show the ETF market’s 

growth and maturity. According to Financial News, over the past ten years, compound 

annual growth in assets has been 29.6%. Worldwide, the number of institutional 

investors using ETFs has grown at a compound annual rate of 8.7% over the five 

years to the end of 2011. It took ETFs in the US 18 years to accumulate $1tn; mutual 

funds took 66 years. 

 

Emerging market equity ETFs were also highlighted in the period. It was reported that 

investors had poured $54.3bn into such funds in 2012, rising at an exceptional rate 

from just $3.7bn in 2011. The inflows were second only to US equity ETFs which 

recorded $78.3bn of new assets and dwarfed the $9.6bn of inflows into European 

equity ETFs. The surge into the emerging market was attributed to a greater investor 

appetite for risk, as well as the launch of new products. UBS announced in March that 

it will be launching its first ETFs in Hong Kong to take advantage of the growth in the 

region. Although reluctant to go into detail, it did confirm it would focus on local 

products, rather than simply offering products from other exchanges. 
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Growing assets and returns 

 

According to a global study by Towers Watson, assets within UK institutional pension 

schemes have more than doubled in value over the past ten years to reach an all-time 

high of £1.7trn and have grown as a percentage of GDP from 42% to 112% over the 

same period. The UK ranks as the world’s third largest pension market by assets with 

9% of the global total, Japan was second with 13% and the US comes top with 57%. 

UK fund assets grew by 5% in 2012 thanks in part to increased returns. State Street 

reported that defined benefit pension schemes in the UK performed strongly in 2012 

with an average return of 8%, despite challenging market conditions. 

 

An inaugural survey by Pensions & Investments magazine, released in January, 

found that the UK’s 50 largest pension funds own a combined asset total of around 

£513bn as at 30
th
 June 2012, with the top ten accounting for 45% of this total. The 

three largest were listed as the BT Pension Scheme (£38.5bn), USS (£33.8bn) and 

Lloyds TSB (£29bn). The survey provides some insight into asset allocations for 

these super-funds and should provide a good industry data benchmark as the P&I 

develops the annual survey in future. 

 

Multi-asset inflows 

 

According to data provider Morningstar, released in February, there was a large rise 

in multi asset inflows during 2012. Across Europe, multi asset funds attracted €29.7bn 

of AUM gains compared to €8.6bn in 2011, but still smaller than the figure of €47.7bn 

in 2010. These findings were complimented by a UK survey conducted by Russell 

Investments which showed the largest 10 multi asset managers enjoyed AUM rise by 

35% (£11bn) in 2012, of which £8.6 was net inflows. 

 

Cash for access controversy 

 

A report led by the Financial Times in March highlighted the complex and opaque 

fees between investment banks and asset managers for access to corporate CEOs. 

The report found that up to $20,000 an hour could be charged by banks to allow 

access to their corporate clients. Although it claimed that the hedge fund industry was 
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most likely to make ‘hard’ payments, the mainstream asset management industry was 

also involved, with reports of banks receiving ‘soft’ commissions. According to the 

Thomson Reuters Extel Survey, European Asset Mangers spent 29% of their 

dealing commissions on corporate access in 2012 and according to recent research 

by CA Cheuvreux, a quarter of asset managers in the UK and US allocate more than 

50% of their commissions for corporate access. The FSA became involved and 

promised a crackdown and the FT followed up this story by claiming that UK fund 

managers may be including up to £1bn of costs per year, within opaque client 

commissions. 

 

Pension fund governance 

 

A new online Pensions Governance Index was launched in March by three leading UK 

pension funds; Royal Mail, Telent and SAUL, to gain a better understanding of the 

market for in-house governance including administration and funding and whether or 

not it is economic to keep governance in-house or to outsource the function. The goal 

is to obtain this data independently in order to provide a quantitative benchmark, 

rather than rely purely on market impressions and views of consultants. The data will 

be derived through an anonymous web-based survey run by market research firm 

Spence Johnson. Russell Investments have provided partnership finance for the 

enterprise. 

 

Schroders acquires Cazenove and shuffles equities teams 

 

The first quarter has begun on the front foot for Schroders with their announcement in 

March that they will acquire Cazenove Capital for £424m in cash and follows their 

acquisition of US house STW Fixed Income Management in December 2012. The 

move will add Cazeonve’s £17.2bn AUM to Schroders’ £229.2bn, as well as 

strengthening their private banking unit whose profits more than halved in 2012. 

Savings from the combined back office functions are expected to be between £12m-

£15m annually. Commentators have suggested this tie-up between two of the oldest 

names in the City will mark the beginning of consolidation within the UK’s asset 

management industry. In other Schroders news, Richard Buxton who was Head of 

UK Equity at Schroders, resigned in March after more than 11 years at the firm and 
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will move to rival business Old Mutual, along with his deputy Errol Francis. Schroders 

denied that the resignations had any connection to the acquisition of Cazenove. In 

February, the asset manager had announced the appointment of Peter Harrison, 

formerly CEO of RWC Partners, to replace Ken Lambden as Global Head of Equities. 

 

F&C posts large outflows for 2012 

 

As the business continues to try and gain momentum under the control of Edward 

Bramson, the firm announced headline net outflows of £4.9bn in the fourth quarter of 

2012, taking the total for the year to £13.3bn. The largest contributor to outflows was 

within fixed income as Friend’s Life withdrew £2.4bn of bonds. Friends also added that 

it will remove a further £6.2bn of bonds later in 2013. AUM at the end of the year stood 

at £95.2bn. The firm has also recently lost a number of high-profile executives 

including Chief Risk Officer Eric Mackay who left this quarter to join TT International 

as Head of Compliance. Helen Roberts who was Head of Government Bonds and 

Karina Litvack who was Head of Governance and Sustainable Investment both also 

left the business late last year. In more positive news, the cost cutting programme it is 

currently undertaking is gathering pace, the business expected costs to be lower by 

around £24m in 2012 and £44.8m this year. The market has responded passively to 

the news with the share price rising slightly from 102p to 105p at the end of the 

quarter.  

 

Henderson Global Investors in the news 

 

Following reports in Q4 2013 that the business was to undergo a round cost cutting 

amid a tactical refocus away from Europe and into the US, Asia and Australia, 

Henderson announced in February that pre-tax profits had dropped by 8% in 2012 to 

£146.5m and outflows during the period had reached £3.9bn. Overall however, the 

AUM for the group rose by £1.3bn to £65.6bn and despite the outflows, its share price 

grew from 132p at the beginning of January to 160p at the end of the quarter, a rise of 

21%. 

 

In other more positive news for the business, a settlement has been reached in the 

litigation brought by 22 pension funds against Henderson, according to Investments & 
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Pensions Europe magazine. The claim had been instigated over two years ago related 

to an infrastructure fund.  

 

Aberdeen continues positive news 

 

The press was filled with positive stories for the asset manager, including the news 

that the firm had attracted £3.5bn net inflows during the first two months of the quarter, 

thanks largely to a drive towards equities. The £4.3bn of equities inflows were in 

contrast to the net outflows from fixed income, real estate and money markets funds. 

The firm added that the net inflow would add around £35m of annualised fee income. 

This followed fourth quarter data from 2012 showing a 3.3% rise in AUM and net 

inflows of £1.1bn, again driven by equities inflows of £3.1bn net. AUM at the end of 

February stood at £212.3bn. 

 

The business has also been working to diversify its traditional business away from 

Europe and in February announced the acquisition of two North American businesses; 

Artio Global Investors, a New York-based asset management firm and a private 

equity fund of funds firm; SVG Advisors, in which Aberdeen will take a 50.1% stake 

with a three year option on the remaining 40.9% equity. SVG Advisers is a wholly 

owned subsidiary of SVG capital, listed on the FTSE 250.Aberdeen will spend around 

£112m in cash for Artio and the transaction will add £9.2bn AUM including £2.9bn in 

global equities and £6.3bn fixed income. The stake in SVG will cost £17.5m. 

 

Jim O’Neill leaves GSAM, Vervoer withdraw part of claim 

 

GSAM’s personnel changes continued into quarter one, with two high profile exists. 

The highly respected Chairman of Goldman Sachs Asset Management; Jim O’Neill; 

announced his retirement from the firm. O’Neill was previously the chief economist of 

the investment bank with the title of Head of Global Economics, Commodities and 

Strategy Research, before being appointed to become the head of GSAM in 2010 and 

was widely known as the author of the ‘BRIC’ acronym, as well as the author of The 

Growth Map, published in 2011. Paul Trickett, the Head of the Global Portfolio 

Solutions Group with responsibility for building out GSAM’s fiduciary business in the 

UK, left in February for personal reasons. The firm is suffering from an outflow of 
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talented individuals over the past twelve months after losing Lucy Gazmararian, 

Executive Director of a global team and Alison Priestley, Executive Director in the 

Alternative Investments and Manager Solution Group, both left the firm late last year. 

 

In other news, Vervoer, the €11bn Dutch pension fund suing GSAM for $250m, 

dropped its claim regarding the asset manager’s conflict of interest whilst acting as its 

fiduciary manager. The decision to drop this part of its claim was taken after GSAM 

entered its defence. However the claims surrounding GSAM’s manager selection and 

speed of investment decisions, continue in the court.   

 

BlackRock slims down as it approaches $4tn AUM 

 

The world’s largest asset manager announced in March that would be letting go of 

around 300 employees, following its restructuring in second half of 2012. This 

represents less than 3% of its global workforce and will affect all geographies and 

most business units. The changes and restructuring is thought to help the company 

focus on its retail business and was portrayed in the media as a culling of 

underperforming staff. The firm reported a 5% rise in annual profits to $2.5bn in 2012 

on revenues of $9.3bn. Assets under management grew by 8% to $3.8tn at the end of 

2012. There was positive news across the business including within its ETF exchange 

business, iShares which ended the year with $752.7bn AUM, an annual increase of 

27%. 

 

Orix buys Robeco 

 

Robeco, which was on the market for sale for many months, was finally acquired in 

February by Japanese financial services conglomerate Orix Corporation, who paid 

€1.9bn for 90% of the business. Robeco performed well in 2012, reporting a 26% 

increase in AUM to €189bn and a 47% rise in net profits from €134m to €197m. Orix 

moved into the asset management industry in 2010 through an acquisition of a 

majority stake in US hedge fund manager; Mariner Investments. Orix began as a 

leasing and loan company in the 1960s before a series of acquisitions from baseball 

teams to finance businesses globally, transformed it into a group with 2012 revenues 

of over €8bn and profits of around €900m. 
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USS continues infrastructure investments and private equity development 

 

The most important USS news from this quarter has been the appointment of Bill 

Galvin as Group Chief Executive, following the retirement of Tom Merchant who will 

step down in May. Galvin was has experience of working at the Department for Work 

& Pensions before more recently working at the Pensions Regulator and has been its 

CEO for the past three years. 

 

The Universities Superannuation Scheme, USS, has continued to develop plans to 

boost its asset allocation towards infrastructure with its second deal to provide 

financing for a water company in six months. Following its £100m financing through 25 

year inflation-linked financing to South East Water in Q4 2012, in February, it 

announced a deal with Affinity, who provide 900 million litres of water a day to a 

population of 3.5 million people in the South East of England, to provide £95m of 

index-linked debt over 20 years. The scheme has assets of around £34bn but in 

September 2012 announced its deficit had rocketed from £2.9bn to £9.8bn in the 

previous 12 month period. It is targeting a 21% asset allocation towards alternative 

investments of which 7% will be allocated to infrastructure. It also completed the £75m 

acquisition of Brisbane Airtrain which was announced in Q4 2012. 

 

London pensions look to merge, but not without issues 

 

The discord between the London Pensions Fund Authority and the 34 London 

boroughs’ pension schemes with which it seeks to merge has been featured in the 

news this quarter. Arguments persist over how and when the merger will go through 

with Wandsworth Council pension scheme publicly describing the plans as 

‘disastrous’. With many of the regional council schemes in deficit, the plan to pool their 

assets into a £40bn super-fund, which would create one of the largest schemes in the 

UK, estimates a significant benefit from economies of scale, reduced costs and 

improved performance. It would also create a fund with an estimated combined deficit 

of around £16bn-£18bn.The scheme is backed by the Mayor of London; Boris 

Johnson, as well as Eric Pickles, the UK Communities Secretary. However due to the 

resistance of some schemes, Edmund Truell, the Chairman of the London Pensions 
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Fund Authority and former CEO of Pension Insurance Corporation, has stated that it 

may require legislation to force the merger. It is estimated by PwC that annual savings 

of £120m could be made in administration and consultancy fees, which would be to 

the detriment of the many London-based asset management and consultancy firms. 

The new fund, should it go ahead, is reportedly shaping up to invest heavily in 

London’s infrastructure projects. 

 

Investec Asset Management sells 15% to senior management 

 

The asset management division of London-listed Investec has £69bn AUM and 

contributes approximately 30% of the Investec group operating profits. It has recently 

shown very strong annual performance and is expected to show significant inflows for 

the latest 12 month period later this year. In the past 4 years, the asset management 

division has doubled both AUM and the percentage of contribution of the % of 

operating profit to the group. It has agreed to sell 15% equity in the business to 39 of 

its most senior staff, including Chief Executive Hendrik du Toit, for a total 

consideration of £180m, valuing the business at around nine times EBITDA, £1.2bn. 

The cost to the staff will be split 50/50 with cash and debt.  

 

M&G makes inroads to institutional management 

 

M&G Investments, the fixed income specialist and investment division of Prudential, 

has reported a jump in AUM to £228bn, thanks to record inflows for 2012. The firm 

reported net inflows of £16.9bn in 2012 compared to £4.4bn in 2011, with institutional 

money accounting for £9bn. This included a single institutional mandate of £7.6bn, 

although the firm did not disclose any more details about it. The business also 

reported record profits (before performance fees) of £298m, up almost 14% on 2011. 

Chief Executive of Prudential, Tidjane Thiam, reported 2012 summarised it as “a very 

good year” for M&G. However, for Thiam personally, the quarter ended with difficulty 

after being personally censured by the FSA, following an investigation into the 

insurer's ill-fated bid for AIA, the Asia arm of US insurer AIG, three years ago 
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Strong fixed income sees AllianceBernstein reports positive net inflows 

 

AllianceBernstein has reported net inflows of $9.3bn into their bond funds in Q4 2012, 

offsetting outflows of $8.1bn from equity funds. This is the first quarter in more than 

four years that the asset manager has reported net inflows and reflects the increased 

focus on fixed income over that period. Total AUM grew in the quarter to $430bn, a 

5.9% increase from year end 2011 to 2012 of which around 60%, $255bn was held 

within fixed income funds. The company also announced increased net revenue to 

$704 for the period. In the UK, the business has experienced continued success within 

its DC solutions business and continues to progress in this area. 

 

A busy period for local authority mandates 

 

Invesco Asset Management has been selected to manage a £50m diversified growth 

portfolio for the £1.1bn Cornwall County Council local authority fund. The investment 

will be made into the Invesco Balanced Risk allocation Fund and will grow to £140m in 

the next 12 months. The same local authority scheme has also appointed Axa 

Investment managers to a £50m LDI mandate. The £435m pension scheme for the 

Borough of Kingston upon Thames has appointed Aon Hewitt as its investment 

consultant through a joint procurement exercise. The scheme is to undergo a review 

of its investment strategy and asset allocation after a ‘disappointing’ set of annual 

results from its equity and bond managers. The £4.6bn scheme for Lancashire 

County Pension Fund has announced an infrastructure investment of £12m into a 

23.5 year bond to a community-owned solar power project based in Oxfordshire. The 

£1.5bn Royal County of Berkshire Pension Fund has appointed a total of 15 asset 

managers to a new framework for equity investments to oversee up to £70m, however 

no allocation has yet been made to any of the managers.  
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The UK’s financial media headlines for the quarter have focussed on rising global 

equity markets and comments and opinion on the ‘great rotation’ from bonds into 

equities, as well as increasing headlines for global ETF flows. Politically and 

economically, the Cyprus crises played prominently, as did the Italian elections and 

‘Abenomics’. 

 

Equities 

 

 Q1 has seen rising equity markets globally with the FTSE 100 up around 

7% between 1
st
 January and 31

st
 March, S&P 500 up 10% and Japan up by 

over 19%. However, despite increased positivity and investor sentiment, 

trading volumes remained low and the value of shares traded on European 

exchanges fell by around 8% to €2.2bn. The FTSE 100 experienced the 

strongest start to the year since 1989, with a rise of 6.43% for the month, 

adding £96bn to the value of companies quoted on the index. 

 

 There has been a lot of sentiment in the market with regards to large 

institutions reallocating from bonds into stocks and this has gained 

momentum since the turn of the year with equity markets seeing its 

strongest inflows for more than five years. With the aversion of a US fiscal 

cliff and an improved appetite saw a more optimistic global economy at the 

beginning of 2013. 

 

 Unfortunately, disappointing news from Spain and political gridlock in Italy 

following the elections and unemployment rising in Germany quickly 

deflated confidence in the market and the equities market continued to 

dampen. Continued fears over Cyprus gained further momentum only 

temporarily cooled by the announcement of a €10 billion bailout deal. The 

Euro consequently dropped to a four month low against the dollar.  

 

The Macro Environment 
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 US Consumer spending was up in February and employment data was 

relatively bullish. The Yen continues to weaken throughout the first part of 

the year as the Japanese government unveiled a $109 billion spending 

package. 

 Profit taking in the second and third month of the quarter following strong 

gains weighed on equity markets while new property measures introduced 

by the central government early in March slightly curbed market sentiment.  

 

 The pace of growth slowed over the quarter and in March, the outcome of 

the Cyprus bailout deal brought the Eurozone debt back into the limelight 

which severely affected market performance in March – however the FTSE 

all share index still managed to post positive returns (+1.4%). 

 

 Comments from the Bank of England’s MPC and the more likely quantitative 

easing measures pushed sterling lower, which supported equities. With the 

Bank of England targeting a weaker pound this will clearly help exporters – 

but as always, with increased competitiveness comes a higher inflation price 

tag. Consequently there are rumours that the standard 2% inflation target 

rate may be raised. 

 

 An NAPF survey, released in the quarter found that in 2012, found that only 

around 9.9% of the £3.6trn defined benefit scheme assets in the UK are 

invested in UK company shares, down from 12.2% in 2011. The survey also 

highlighted that scheme allocations to equity investments fell from 42% to 

35%.  

 

Fixed Income 

 

 Data released by MandateWire, a division of the Financial Times, shows 

that the first three months of 2013 have seen a dramatic fall in the number 

of fixed income mandates awarded by UK pension schemes. Fixed income 

mandates accounted for just 17.8% of the mandate awards, compared to 

more than 34% during the same period last year. Equity mandates took 

centre stage, rising from 27% of mandates in Q1 2012, to 49% in the same 
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period 2013. The rise in equity mandates was attributed to a number of local 

authority pension funds implementing equity manager frameworks and an 

increased appetite for risk amongst institutional investors.  

 

 Global bond yields continued to fall across the quarter, although the Cyprus 

crisis did see slight average increases in Europe. Moves by the Bank of 

Japan towards the end of the quarter have increased market confidence 

further, resulting in further declines. The trend for the general environment 

of lowering European rates is displayed by Spain’s 10 year yield falling from 

a peak of around 7.6% to a low of around 4.7% in March. Similarly, Italy’s 

debt hit a peak of around 7.4% in 2012 before lowering to trade at around 

4% during this quarter. 

 

 Despite talk of the ‘great rotation’, bond funds finished last year in buoyant 

mood according to Lipper FMI, although there was a contrast between the 

US, where investors continued to pull out of equities and into fixed income, 

whereas Europe’s increased risk appetite with inflows to equities. Overall, 

‘international’ sales of bond funds, defined as 80% of the fund being 

generated from sales outside a single market, grew 11.5% to $58.3bn. 

Pimco was the biggest seller globally with €11.1bn, followed by Axa 

(€8.4bn) and then BlackRock (€7.2bn). Aberdeen moved into fourth place 

with sales of €3.2bn. 

 

 Abenomics has been increasingly talked about and the monetary, fiscal and 

general economic policies of the President of Japan, has boosted market 

sentiment and not only helped the Nikkei’s rally, but also had a negative 

effect on global bond yields. Japan’s yields have seen record lows of sub-

one percent during the quarter. 
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ETFs  

The Exchange Traded Funds market has been reviewed in some depth on page 6. 

 

 ETFs and ETPs broke the combined $2trn mark at the end of January 2013. 

The quarter recorded a 7% increase in ETFs and ETPs in the first three 

months from the same period in 2012, attracting inflows of $70.1bn. US 

equity-linked ETFs also surged, reporting increased inflows of 80% on 2012 

to $37.3bn. 

 

 In 2012, equity ETFs were the best-selling ETF product ahead of bonds and 

gold in Europe. Almost 40% of net new assets were into equities compared 

to around 27% into fixed income. In December 2012, equities made up more 

than 75% of inflows and in January 2013, accounted for more than 80%. 

 

 Turnover volumes remained flat in European ETFs in the first quarter with 

an increase of just 1% compared to the first three months of 2011. Volumes 

totalled €77.6bn according to Markit with the slowing growth attributed to the 

general economic uncertainty translating to fewer trades. iShares retained 

its position as the leading exchange with a share of around €30.5bn, 39% of 

the European market, compared to Lyxor in second place with €11.5 or 

15%. 

 

 Emerging market ETPs continue to grow as investors seek more exposure 

to high yield products. Although the quarter has seen a slowdown in the 

rapid increase of inflows to EM ETPs, Q4 2012 saw net inflows hit $27.1bn, 

up from $12.4bn in the previous quarter. 2012 as a whole attracted a total of 

$54.3bn into emerging market ETPs, compared to just $3.7bn the previous 

year; a rise of 1,467%. 

 

 The gold-linked ETF market has reflected negative sentiment towards the 

commodity in the first two months of the year, selling a total of 140 tonnes of 

the metal. Around 2,500 tonnes of gold are held by ETFs, third only in 

bullion holdings to the US and Germany. February witnessed the largest 

ever withdrawal from gold-linked ETFs on record, almost ten years. 
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 After a number of years of progress and positive headlines for LDI and the 

rewards it has brought for the pension schemes which adopted it early, 

challenges are beginning to set in. The downgrading of the UK’s credit rating and 

regulatory changes in the wake of the financial crises are all expected to create 

headwinds for the LDI market. EMIR, UFR and discussions to harmonise US and 

European rules on non-cleared trades, and their impacts on de-risking and LDI 

strategies, have been the main topics in the quarter. 

 

 The European Market Infrastructure Regulation, EMIR, which came into force on 

13
th
 March 2013, has been implemented to provide more transparency to the 

multi-trillion dollar derivatives market. However, the effect of this is expected to 

provide further obstacles and increased costs to pension schemes wishing to de-

risk through the use of such instruments. Increased collateral and margin 

requirements for inflation swaps will come into force next year and many LDI 

providers and funds have expressed concerns over its implications. 

 

 The tweaking of market interest rates known as the Ultimate Forward Rate (UFR) 

has long been talked about as a way for pension funds to re-value and reduce 

their liabilities and has recently been implemented by Dutch pension funds. 

However, as the UK considers similar measures, there have been several reports 

and comments from LDI specialist asset managers and consultants during the 

period on its unintended consequences. The move has meant that hedging 

strategies to match liabilities has been further complicated by the dual valuations, 

caused by the difference between the theoretical rate used to calculate a 

scheme’s liabilities, and the market rate of swaps.  

 

 The Swiss-based Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and the Spanish-based 

International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) published a 

second consultative paper during the period, which they describe as ‘near final’, 

on how best to harmonise US and European rules for non-centrally-cleared 

The LDI Landscape 
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derivatives trades. The rules will exempt any scheme with less than €8bn of non-

cleared derivatives, however the National Association of Pension Funds is calling 

for pension schemes to be exempt, regardless of size. The NAPF claim that the 

proposed rules, alongside the EMIR regulations, will increase trading costs for 

schemes of all sizes and negatively impact on the schemes’ hedging strategies 

going forward. The NAPF states that 57% of its members currently use 

derivatives of some type. 

 

 The downgrading of the UK’s triple-A credit rating in February could impact some 

LDI strategies according to a report by IPE Magazine. It quotes several 

individuals from the UK consultancy Redington, who state that some banks have 

inserted AAA-only clauses into some Credit support Annexes (CSAs). This means 

that some government gilts held by the pension funds would be ineligible to be 

posted as collateral for derivatives trades. However, the consultant did make clear 

that such instances would be rare and that overall, the downgrading would have 

minimal impact for most pension schemes. 

 

 The LDI news in the quarter has been limited. The two related stories of note 

were the hiring of three new senior individuals into the LGIM LDI team and the 

LDI mandate awarded to Axa by the Cornwall Pension Fund. 

 

F&C LDI Survey Results 

 

 The quarterly F&C survey which questions investment bank trading desks about 

their hedging strategies, shows inflation hedging activity fell by 17% from Q3 to 

Q4 2012, from £12.3bn to £10.2bn. F&C cited the main reason for this drop as the 

uncertainty surrounding the Consumer Prices Advisory Committee (CPAC) 

decision to change the RPI calculation. The eventual result – no change in the 

rate calculation – resulted in a missed opportunity for schemes to hedge while the 

going was good. The first quarter of 2013 has seen increased prices for inflation 

hedging as the market perceives inflation increasing in the short to medium term. 
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 Interest rate hedging rebounded from its fall in Q3 to increase by 31% in Q4. 

There was a total of £12.3bn of interest rate hedging in Q4, up from £9.4bn in Q3. 

The firm also found that a number of pension schemes who had not hedged 

before, or were significantly under-hedged, were implementing strategies in Q4 

2012.  
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The quarter was unusually quiet for Fiduciary Management news, surveys, reports 

and mandates awarded. The leading story in the period was surrounding the 

discussions to implement a benchmark and data service in order to better compare 

providers in the market. KPMG were reported as working on a benchmarking system 

and Spence Johnson, the market intelligence firm with a high profile in the FM space, 

are also working to encourage an industry-wide performance measurement. Quantum 

Consultancy, the actuarial and employee benefits advisory firm, has reported that 

many trustees of pension schemes were being put off by jargon and opaque fees used 

by fiduciary management providers and it urged the UK’s providers to increase the 

flexibility and transparency in the services. 

 

During the annual NAPF conference in Edinburgh, the NAPF launched a new ‘made 

simple’ guide to Fiduciary Management, aimed at pension trustees. The guide is 

authored and sponsored by Russell Investments. 

 

The only publicly-announced Fiduciary mandate award this quarter has been made to 

SEI from Epson UK’s defined benefit pension scheme. The £40m award will include 

SEI’s implementation of asset and liability matching strategies, the construction of an 

efficient investment portfolio. SEI will also select and replace managers to run the 

portfolio. According to the scheme’s trustees, they opted for a fiduciary management 

structure to enable a more active and efficient managing of the scheme’s funding level 

 

Ernst & Young Fiduciary Management Insights Overview 

 

This was the only headline study of the FM market released in the quarter. The survey 

was conducted after E&Y hosted four webcasts during 2012, with the aim of 

introducing the concept of Fiduciary Management to pension trustees and company 

representatives. According to E&Y, over 500 individuals took part in the webcasts and 

their opinions were sought through a range of relevant questions. However it is 

Fiduciary Management 
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unclear how many individuals responded and when the survey was conducted (before 

or after the webcast). 

 

The survey produced some interesting results surrounding the appointment process 

for a fiduciary manager. In answer to the question; “do you believe formally going to 

tender should be best practice?” 51% of respondents said yes, whilst only 7% said no. 

The remainder were not sure. In answer to the question “do you believe you need an 

independent third party adviser to help run a selection exersize?”, 73% said yes and 

only 12% said no. These statistics are interesting when comparing them to the real 

world statistics surrounding how the UK’s fiduciary appointments have been made to 

date.  

 

E&Y comment on their findings that ‘many’ trustees concerns around fiduciary 

management relate to a perceived loss of control. Almost 70% of participants in this 

survey would begin with a ‘delicate’ delegation, with less than 30% being comfortable 

with higher levels of delegation from the outset. 

 

Finally, in answer to the question “what do you believe is the greatest benefit of 

monitoring a fiduciary manager?”, 28% responded that it allows the scheme to follow 

best practice but the most common reason was enhanced governance, with a result of 

43%. As seen in the news review earlier in this Q1 market review, governance has 

been in the spotlight recently and firms are beginning to address this market need. 
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Some of the information compiled below has been announced in Q4 12 but was 

not included in Fairway’s Q4 12 Review 

 

 Aon Hewitt has hired Dan Morris, formerly an Investment Strategy Consultant 

with Towers Watson, as a Partner within the Aon Insurance Asset Solutions 

(AIAS) team to provide independent advice on strategic asset allocation, fund 

manager research, risk management and execution services. They have also 

hired Ian Smart into the role of Senior Bond Manager Researcher. He joined in 

December 2012 and was previously Managing Director, Portfolio Manager with 

Helvetica WMP in Geneva. Before this he worked for Lazard for almost 14 years. 

AH also announced the appointment internally of Michael O’Conner to the role of 

Chief Operating Officer for the Risk Solutions business which includes Aon Risk 

Solutions and Aon Benfield.  

 

 Axa Investment Managers have promoted Pascal Christory from Head of Multi-

Asset Investments to become Chief Investment Officer for Axa’s insurance 

business in France. The company has appointed Christian Gissler as Global 

Head of Risks and Controls. Based in Paris, Christian assumes overall 

responsibility for a division which combines risk management, legal affairs, 

compliance, and lobbying. He reports to Christophe Coquema, Global COO of 

AXA IM. He joins AXA IM from CNP Assurances, where he was Head of 

Investment Strategy 

 

 Baring Asset Management have appointed Nicola Hayes as Head of Client 

Service and Relationship Development. She joins from Invesco where she had 

worked for over 12 years, most recently as an Associate Director, Global Sales 

and Relationship Management. Angus Woolhouse has been recruited to the role 

of Global Head of Distribution, reporting to Barings Chairman and CEO David 

Brennan, to replace George Harvey who will be retiring in April. Since leaving 

Matrix Asset Management where he was CEO, in February 2012, he has been 

working as a consultant to international asset management firms. Cora Gibbons 

People Watch 
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joined in March as Head of Product and Fund Development, reporting to the Head 

of Product and Business Development; David Stevenson. Gibbons was previously 

Head of International Product Group at Natixis where she had worked for around 

14 months. Also joining is Sophie Dupre, who becomes Head of Organisation 

Risk. She left Schroders in November 2012 where she was Head of Investment 

Risk Framework. 

 

 BlackRock has continued to shuffle its structures and numbers during the period, 

as the firm continues to evolve. It announced in March that David Blumer, 

formerly of Swiss Re and Credit Suisse, has been appointed to a newly created 

role to lead operations in EMEA. He will chair BlackRock’s EMEA Executive 

Committee, and will join the Global Executive Committee as a Managing Director. 

He will also be the Executive Representative to UK regulators. The current EMEA 

Chairman, James Charrington will move to focus on regulation and governance 

in the EMEA region and become the primary liaison with the UK government on 

regulatory issues, as well as the firm’s representative on the board of the UK 

Investment Management Association. Mark Lyttleton’s departure was widely 

publicised in March and attributed to him wanting a three month break for family 

reasons. He had been with the business since 1992 and had risen to Managing 

Director within the UK equity team. To compensate for his departure, Nick Little 

will assume Lyttleton’s running of the UK Dynamic Fund, Nigel Ridge will 

manage the UK Absolute Alpha Fund alongside the current co-manager Nick 

Osborne. The asset manager also announced the appointment in March, of its 

long-time adviser from Morgan Stanley, Gary Shedlin as its new Chief Financial 

Officer, taking over from Ann Marie Petach who moves internally to become a 

Managing Director within Client Solutions.  In other internal moves, Peter Fisher 

who is the head of Fixed Income, will move into BlackRock’s research division, 

Investment Institute as a Senior Director. As part of the reorganisation, Rick 

Reider and Kevin Holt will become co-Heads of the US FI operations and Tim 

Webb will continue to run EMEA. All three will report to Quintin Price. 

 

 Buck Consultants have hired two senior individuals in the period as it continues 

to builds out its business. The highly experienced Bernard Nelson joins as a 

Senior Consultant. Nelson was previously was Mercer for over 24 years, most 
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recently as a Principal within the business. They have also appointed Marcus 

Hurd from Aon Hewitt as Principal and Senior Consulting Actuary into its defined 

benefit division. He had previously worked as Head of Technical in Aon’s 

Fiduciary Management business and Head of Corporate Solutions. Hurd has a 

high profile in the fields of LDI, DB scheme flight paths and behavioural finance, 

and he is also a visiting researcher at the University of Leeds.  

 

 F&C has hired Ben Fox as Director of Multi-Alternatives, to replace Ken Kinsey-

Quick as head of the team. Kinsey-Quick left the firm in March to set up his own 

hedge fund. Fox joins from Goodhart Partners, a privately owned specialist funds 

business with over $400m AUM, where he was AAA rated fund manager 

(Citywire), and has been the portfolio manager of an absolute return fixed income 

strategy. He joined GP in 2009 and is joined at F&C by Alex Jones, a Portfolio 

Analyst at Goodhart. 

 

 Goldman Sachs Asset Management will lose its influential and renowned 

Chairman, Jim O’Neill when he retires later in 2013. Credited with coining the 

term BRICS, O’Neill became Chairman of GSAM in September 2010, moving 

from his role as Head of Global Economics, Commodities and Strategy Research 

in the bank. In January, David Vinar, the bank’s Chief Financial Officer since its 

IPO retired and was succeeded by Harvey Schwartz, who was previously Global 

Co-head of the Securities Division. 

 

 Henderson. A number of senior individuals have left the firm in the past three 

months. In March, it was reported that John Feeney who joined the business in 

February 2012, will leave the business in May this year to join Lloyds. Feeney 

was Head of Real Estate Debt and his departure comes as the business tries to 

build out into this area. Fund managers Bill Stormont, Simon Savill and Paul 

Casson also all departed, as well as Mitesh Sheth, Director of Business 

Innovation, who formally left in December to set up his own consultancy. 

However, it did also make two high-profile acquisitions to its Multi Asset Team 

with the appointment of Paul O’Connor as a Director, joining from Credit Suisse 

where he worked for 14 years and James de Bunsen who joined as a Multi 

Asset Fund Manager in January from Armstrong Investment Managers. 
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 Hymans Robertson appointed James Verner in December 2012 as their 

Commercial Director, Partner. He was previously Enterprise Director at 

Thomsons Online Benefits with a previous background in sales and business 

development and has responsibility for leading business development initiatives 

and to align campaigns across marketing and new business.  

 

 JLT Investment Consulting has hired Kieran Harkin as a Senior Investment 

Consultant from KPMG where he was an Investment Consultant for 2.5 years. He 

will focus on developing a client portfolio and new business. The Employee 

Benefits division has named Patrick Gale as an independent non-exec and also 

as Chairman of its Audit Commission. He was previously Executive Chairman at 

Positive Solutions and Origin and has held senior posts at Mysys, HBoS, Aegon 

and Just Retirement. The same division has also hired Margaret Snowden as an 

Executive in the business, she is a Governor of the Pensions Policy Institute’s 

Council and Chairs the Pensions Administration Standards Association. In other 

news, Alex Weiland has left his role with JLT as a Senior Investment Consultant 

and Head of R&D to set up independently as an Investment Adviser. 

 

 Legal & General Investment Management, LGIM, announced that it was to 

appoint Kerrigan Procter as Managing Director of the firm’s annuities business, 

moving from his role as Global Head of Solutions. Procter will report into John 

Pollock who is the Executive Director of Protection and Annuities. Aaron Meder 

has been promoted from his role as Head of US Pension Solutions, to succeed 

Procter. The company has made three senior appointments to its LDI Portfolio 

Construction team in London, which brings the total size of the team to 23. 

Alastair Mills joins the firm from Cardano where he was a Senior LDI Investment 

Manager. Anne-Marie Cunnold joins from BlackRock where she worked for 15 

months as an Investment Strategist focussed on LDI and Florent Herelle who 

transferred to the team internally from the Index Funds team. The firm also 

continued to build out its de-risking solutions team with the hiring of Mike 

Edwards as a Sales Director, he joins from KPMG where he worked in their 

pensions team for almost 8 years.  
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 Mercer made a major announcement with the appointment of Fiona Dunsire as 

their UK Chief Executive, having been with the firm since she graduated in 1988. 

She was a Senior Partner and Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and 

had held a number of previous roles including senior client leader and business 

leader in the investment business. Brian Henderson was promoted to Head of 

DC and WorkPlace Savings.   

 

 MN Services, the Fiduciary Management specialist owned by Dutch pension 

funds, have hired three new individuals into its London office. Christy Jesudasan 

from Mercer as a Senior Client Director. He will be responsible for promoting and 

building MN’s fiduciary management business in the UK and for managing 

existing client relationships. He was with Mercer for 15 years, beginning in 1998 

as an Actuarial Analyst and was Senior Investment Consultant within its FM 

business when he left in 2012. Algie Ko joins as an Investment Strategist, 

reporting to Allistair Ballie Strong, moving from Natixis Global Associates where 

he was an Investment Solutions Specialist since 2009. Jeannot Huijen was hired 

from GAM and joins MN as the Compliance, Legal and Risk Officer, reporting 

directly to the UK Managing Director; Remco van Eeuwijk. 

 

 Partnership, the UK insurer formed in 2005 following the demutualisation and 

management buyout of the Pension Annuity Friendly Society, has announced its 

expansion into the defined benefit pension de-risking market with two senior 

appointments. Mike Walsh was previously a Pricing Actuary with Lucida for two 

years and spent six years with Hewitt as an Investment Consultant and joins as 

Head of Defined Benefit. Martin Parker joins as a Senior Business Development 

Manager and brings career experience from Mercer, Prudential, Barclay’s and 

Saul. 

 

 Payden & Rygel, the US asset manager with $80bn AUM, have made a 

significant acquisition into their London office having hired Mark Stanley from 

Mercer. Stanley has over 30 years of experience within institutional asset 

management including spells with Hymans, JP Morgan, Threadneedle, Wellington 

and Bedlam Asset Management. He joined Mercer as a Partner in 2010 and 

worked within their Fiduciary Management business. He joins P&R as a Portfolio 
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Director focussing on insurance, consulting and pension scheme areas with a 

responsibility for developing new business and client relationship management in 

the UK and Europe. 

 

 Pramerica Fixed Income recruited Simon Males in January to the role of 

Managing Director, Institutional Client Relationships with responsibility for leading 

and developing the UK institutional business and relationships with pan-European 

consultants. He joins from Pictet where he spent 5 years as Head of Institutional 

Business and before that he worked for 14 years with F&C. 

 

 Punter Southall has promoted two of its senior staff to Principal. Lorant 

Porkolab is Head of Covenant Advisory Services and has been with PS for over 

three years. Craig Wootton is a qualified actuary and has been with the firm for 

just under three years, having joined from Mercer where he was an Actuary for 

almost 15 years. 

 

 Redington have promoted David Bennett to the newly-created role of Head of 

Consulting with responsibility for the 16-person investment consulting team. With 

more than 35 years of relevant experience within finance, including 24 with 

Goldman Sachs, Bennett will allow the co-Chief Executives to focus on the 

company’s strategy. 

 

 Russell Investments have hired Erik Davey into the role of Director, Client 

Relationship Management in London, within the firms’ Fiduciary Management 

division. He joins from Secor Asset Management and formerly worked for General 

Motors Asset Management in the US.   

 

 RWC Partners have restructured the business after Chief Executive Peter 

Harrison left to join Schroders. Dan Mannix, currently Head of Sales, will take 

over the firm’s Chief Executive. Mannix joined in 2006 from JP Morgan where he 

spent five years with the role of Head of UK Wholesale at the time of his 

departure. James Tollemache has been promoted internally to take up Mannix’s 

old position as Head of Sales, he joined the firm in 2007 from JP Morgan. The 

business has created the new role of Chief Operating Officer, to which Paul 
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Larche has been appointed internally. Sean Capstick has been hired from 

BoAML where he was Head of Prime Brokerage, appointed as Head of New 

Markets reporting into Dan Mannix. 

 

 Schroders have had a busy period of new hires as well as departures. On the 

equities side of the business, the arrival of Peter Harrison as Global Head of 

Equities to replace Peter Lambden in March, was followed shortly after by the 

news that the high profile Head of UK Equities, Richard Buxton, had resigned to 

take up the same post at Old Mutual. Harrison joins from RWC Partners, in which 

Schroders own a 49% stake, where he was Chief Executive. He will continue as a 

non-executive Chairman of RWC. He joined RWC in 2006 from Deutsche Asset 

Management. Buxton had been with Schroders for 11 years and had been vocal 

on a range of issues including on the subject of Xstrata’s executive pay in their 

proposed merger with Glencore. Errol Francis, Buxton’s deputy, has been with 

Schroders since 2007 and is also leaving to join Old Mutual. Both will work out 

their three month notice periods before leaving the firm, in what is described as 

an ‘amicable split’. Neil Walton, who has been with the business since 2005 was 

promoted from Head of Global Strategic Solutions to Head of Institutional 

business Development. He will continue to Chair the UK Institutional management 

Committee. Following Lesley-Ann Morgan’s promotion to Head of Global 

Strategic Solutions, another hire into the business has been Scott Lothian who 

joins as a Senior Strategist within its Global Strategic Solutions team, reporting 

into her. Lothian was previously Head of multi Asset at BEA Union Investment 

based in Hong Kong, but left in 2012 after 4.5 years with the firm. The Global 

Strategic Solutions unit provides strategic input into the company’s largest 

institutional clients around the world. 

 

 SEI, further to their continuing success within the UK fiduciary market, has hired 

Ed Tomlinson as a Regional Director from their Institutional Group, reporting to 

Ian Love. He was previously with BNP Paribas. It has also hired Kevin Bull who 

joined in December 2012 as a Strategic Alliance Director to work with existing key 

accounts and the development of new accounts for the firm’s Goals Based 

Investment Solutions. He had previously been at Hearthstone for around 7 

months but had worked for Old Mutual for over five years before this, as Head of 
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Strategic Partners. Simon Pinner joined the business in January in the role of 

Sales Director. He was recruited from Scottish Widows Investment Partnership 

where had worked for almost two years as Head of Sales Support.  

 

 Threadneedle has recruited Abhishek Srivastav from Deutsche Asset 

Management’s UK Institutional team, as an Institutional Business Director, 

reporting to Camilla Crowe. He will be working within the Consultant Relations 

team with additional responsibility for developing relationships with independent 

trustee firms. 

 

 Towers Watson has appointed Jeremy Spira as Senior Consultant. He joined in 

January from Mercer, where he worked as a Senior Associate for over 5 years. 

He forms part of TW’s Thinking Ahead Group, focusing on long-term investment 

trends and developing a better understanding of how institutional investors deal 

with investment risk. The Thinking Ahead Group was formed in 2002 and 

currently has 13 members of the team. It was merged in 2011 with manager 

Research and Asset Research to form part of the combined 150+ people division, 

led by Craig Baker.  

 

 UBS Global Asset Management have hired a highly experienced Senior 

Consultant from Towers Watson; Roz Amos, as Head of European Consultant 

Relations. She will report to Liz Ward, Head of Europe. Amos had spent over 15 

years with the consultancy, gaining experience in the UK and Australia and most 

recently oversaw the Indexation and New Ideas research teams. It has also 

appointed Gavin Lewis as Business Development Director, focussing on building 

its UK institutional business. He joins from Russell Investments where he worked 

as an Associate Director since 2010. 

 

Pension Funds & Organisations 

 

 BT Pension Fund has appointed Eileen Haughey as their new Chief Executive, 

replacing Nigel Labram. She will report to the Chairman Paul Spence and joins 

from the ICI Pension Fund where she was appointed as Chief Executive of its 
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Pensions Secretariat Services in September 2011 and was formerly a partner at 

Deloitte.  

 

 Coal Pension Trustees have appointed Bill Dinning to Head of Investment 

Strategy, a role that was vacated by Stefan Dunatov when he was promoted to 

CIO of the £20bn fund last year. Dinning was previously Head of Strategy for 

Kames Capital, a specialist investment management company with £52 billion 

under management and 268 employees, where he worked for almost 9 years. 

 

 Diageo has appointed the highly experienced and respected Stuart Stephen to 

become its Director of Pensions. He joins from Lloyds Banking Group’s pension 

scheme where he was Group Pensions Director for almost 6 years and also has 

experience working for Sainsbury’s and Barclay’s pension schemes. 

 

 Invensys Pension Scheme has appointed Andy Smith as its Chief Executive. 

He joins the £4.3bn pension scheme, which in September last year announced 

plans to sell off assets to reduce the £490m scheme deficit, from his role as Chief 

Financial Officer at buyout firm Paternoster UK. Paternoster was purchased by 

Goldman Sachs-owned pensions insurer, Rothesay Life in 2011.  

 

 National Association of Pension Funds, NAPF, has appointed Helen Roberts 

as Investment Policy Specialist, she joined in January. She was formerly Head of 

Government Bonds for F&C but left the asset manager in July, having worked for 

the firm for almost 14 years. 

  

 Pensions Protection Fund, PPF has made hired Barry Kenneth as its new 

Chief Investment Officer, joining from Morgan Stanley where he was Head of UK 

Fixed Income Institutional and Pensions. The CIO role had remained vacant since 

Ian McKinley left in summer 2012 to join Aviva. In January, Andy McKinnon has 

been appointed as an Executive Director to the board, having joined the PPF as 

Chief Financial Officer in 2012. The lifeboat for failed company schemes has also 

announced it is looking to bring investment in-house from 2015.  
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 The Pensions Advisory Service, TPAS, are looking to appoint a new Chief 

Executive after Marta Phillips CBE announced she will step down later this year, 

having been in the role for three years. 

 

 Universities Superannuation Scheme, USS, has had a very busy quarter of 

hiring news, including the appointment of Bill Galvin as its new CEO, replacing 

Tom Merchant who is retiring. Galvin joins from the UK Pensions Regulator where 

he has been Chief Executive since 2010, having joined in 2008. He takes up his 

new post in August 2013 and will hand over all defined benefit regulatory matters 

in the interim, to avoid any conflict of interest. The in-house investment manager 

for USS; USSIM, has appointed Robin Filmer-Wilson to its alternative 

investment team. The business has stated its intent to build out its alternatives 

allocation to a goal of 21%. Filmer-Wilson will focus on private equity as an 

Investment Manager and joins with a wealth of international experience, most 

recently gained with Hera Capital, focused on the Asian region. 

 


